
TOTAL 10:00 TOTAL 10:00
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST

TOTAL 15:00 TOTAL 15:00
SETS/REPS 4 SETS/REPS 2

WORK 03:00 WORK 07:00
REST 01:00 REST 01:00

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER EMPHASIS/THEME

Social distancing session - return to playTIME DESCRIPTION
0:00-0:15 Warmup - adhere to SD protocols, players assigned to spaces,

go through dynamic and ball activation TEAM DATE SESSION TIME
0:20-0:30 1v1 to side cones - SD

U9-U12 Jul 6 2020 - 1

SESSION DURATION
1:00-1:15 6v6 with 2 goals - SD

1/2 field Low-med 75:00

0:35-0:45 Triangle FYP with wall pass - SD
0:45-1:00 5v2 rondo - SD TOTAL SPACE LOAD

ACTIVITY 1 1v1 to side cones - SD ACTIVITY 2 Triangle FYP with wall pass - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

10 yds

Players are on either side of a pair

15 yds

Players form up in pairs with
of cones at an appropriate distance a passer and receiver - the cones

Each player must stay on their own side become "defenders" where the
At start, attacker attempts to get ball must be shielded - passer plays the

an imbalance - then take advantage by quickly accelerate forward to receive next pass - ball should passer, backpedals around rear cone,
changing direction - if defender follows, then change be received on foot away from cone/defender - then accelerates to receive next pass

COACHING POINTS to a cone on either side before the COACHING POINTS ball to the 2nd foot (away from the 
Attacker must feint the defender in order to create defender Receiver should check shoulder on back pedal, then cone), receiver then plays ball back to

at the time that the receiver has checked in

direction again - Defender must pay attention to PROGRESSION 1st touch should prepare for return 2nd touch PROGRESSION
attacker's hips and feet Start with no ball, then add the ball Passer should time and pace the pass to arrive

ACTIVITY 3 5v2 rondo - SD ACTIVITY 4 6v6 with 2 goals - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

15x15 yds - age 
appropriate within SD

4 players on outside of grid, 1 defender
40x40 yds (age 
appropriate)

6v6 scrimmage in a social distance
in middle (use interior grid as "cage" grid
depending on age group) - outside Assign players specific positional roles
players slide back and forth to pass

open to the field and easily make next pass - passer Require 2-touch for younger ages Look for rondo pictures - don’t force play but shapes
should target "back foot" to allow receiver to swing 10 passes = 1 pt be patient - do not give the ball away cheaply

The focus is the positioning of the wide
COACHING POINTS and receive - defender attempts to COACHING POINTS players for each team - we want to

Movements off the ball should allow receiver to be off and win ball Play the way that we are facing - keep it simple encourage visualization of the rondo
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Allow 1-touch for older ages receive and circulate the ball to recycle (pass back) on possession

the ball - look for verbal and non-verbal cues - PROGRESSION but instead try to possess and look for a clear shot PROGRESSION
try to use feints to imbalance/freeze defender Take advantage of assigned space - consider how to Limit touch count, require players


